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CASE STUDY 
 This is what Stockholm's Golden Bridge would look like if it was built by STILFOLD 
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HEADLINE STATS 
 

• Stockholm’s Golden Bridge (“Goldbron”) is made out of steel and weighs 3,400 tons.  It was 
built in China and transported to Sweden in one piece, with a total carbon footprint of 15 
million kilograms of CO2e (equal to almost 3000 transatlantic flights). 

• In comparison, STILRIDE’s industrial origami redesign would have: 
o Reduced the bridge’s carbon footprint by 60% (to 6 million kg CO2e) 
o Cut transport emissions by 90% 
o Used 20% less materials 
o Prevented 9 million kilograms of CO2 from entering the atmosphere  

 
BACKGROUND 
 

• Swedish design and technology startup STILRIDE calculates that if they’d built Stockholm’s 
Golden Bridge using their green “industrial origami” manufacturing technology, it could have 
been folded on site using local steel and fewer materials, preventing 9 million kilograms 
of CO2 from entering the atmosphere. 

• STILRIDE’s manufacturing technology, called STILFOLD, enables designers to create any 
shape or structure by folding sheets of steel over curves using robotic arms. It requires fewer 
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raw materials and components than traditional manufacturing - and sheets of steel can be 
flat-packed to be folded near end users, slashing the carbon footprint of finished products. 

• The technology’s first real-world application is a futuristic steel e-motorbike called the SUS1, 
which will go on sale in Europe later this year. But it can be used to create structures of any 
shape and size out of steel - from buildings to household appliances.  

• This month, in response to unprecedented demand for the technology, STILRIDE has 
officially announced that STILFOLD will become its parent company, through which 
founders Tue Beijer and Jonas Nyvang will sell their “industrial origami” manufacturing 
technology to designers, architects, manufacturers and engineers. 

 
 
CLIMATE IMPACT CALCULATIONS: METHODOLOGY 
 
The following estimates are based on climate impact assumptions, publicly available Environmental 
Product Declarations (EPDs), LCA assessment tools and interviews with steel manufacturing 
companies, Ramboll (who worked on the existing bridge design and worked out its material usage) 
and steel engineering experts. Further references are provided below. 
 
Material Usage  
 
The existing Slussen bridge uses s355n Normalised steel, which is treated and painted to protect it 
from corrosion. The STILFOLD bridge is designed with LDX2101 duplex stainless steel, which is of 
a higher grade and is available locally in Sweden. Using this material would lower the estimated 
material weight of the bridge from 3400 tons steel to 2700 tons, whilst retaining the strength of the 
bridge’s structure.  
 
Climate Impact  
 
Using less materials leads to lower emissions. When both the production and distribution of the 
material is taken into account, the STILFOLD bridge has a lower impact than the original from cradle 
to gate. 
 
Although the steel alloy used to build the STILFOLD bridge uses more raw materials than the 
original bridge, overall the climate impact of the alloy is lower as it is easier to recycle and can be 
produced efficiently using a local energy mix (with a higher share of renewable energy). 
 
Any manufacturing processes (such as welding and other industrial processes) have been excluded 
in this estimate. It is assumed that the two bridges produce the same emissions during the 
production and assembly phases. The use phase and end of life phases of the bridge are also 
excluded from this estimate, although it is assumed that the STILFOLD bridge will have a lower use 
and maintenance impact. 
 
Transport Emissions  
 
The STILFOLD bridge would benefit from a localised material supply chain. Transportation of the 
finished construction would also be limited, as the bridge would be assembled on site. 
 
The estimate is based on sourcing 2700 metric tons of Swedish manufactured stainless 
steel  produced in Degerfors by Outokumpu and transported by train to the construction site.  
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Emission Data: Original Golden Bridge  

Total 15 399 207 kg CO2e 

Material 5 871 800 kg CO2e 38% 

Energy 8 711 820 kg CO2e 57% 

Transport 815 587 kg CO2e 5% 

 
Estimation based on 3400 metric ton Chinese manufactured steel produced in Qinhuangdao, assembled in China, 
shipped by boat to final assembly site in Stockholm. 
 
Emission Data: STILFOLD Golden Bridge  
 
Total 6 365 247 kg CO2e (59% reduction) 

Material 6 199 200 kg CO2e 98% 

Energy 94 770 kg CO2e 1% 

Transport 71 277 kg CO2e 1% 

 
Estimation based on 2700 metric ton Swedish manufactured stainless steel using renewable energy, produced in 
Degerfors, shipped by train to assembly site in Stockholm. 
 
 
The difference of over 9,000,000kg CO2e is equal to taking 29,668 economy one way trips from 
STO to NYC. 
 
 

ENDS 
 
 
References  
 
This report is based on data provided by the EPD program and referenced document 
EPD-OTO-20190003-IBD1-EN - Hot Rolled Stainless Steel Outokumpu Oyj 
https://otke-cdn.outokumpu.com/-/media/files/sustainability/epd-hot-rolled-stainless-
steel.pdf?revision=79f4d333-b678-4693-8a26-fd58493cb08d&modified=20191102013939 
 
 
EPD SSAB Hot rolled steel plates - S-P-01918, version 1.0 
https://www.ssab.com/en-us/products/commercial-steel/products/en-10025-3 
 
Estimates on transportation emissions are calculated based on The 2030 Calculator: A product 
carbon footprint calculator 
 
“All emissions factors for transportation were sourced from NTM (Network for Transport Measures), 
calculating fuel/energy use and emissions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants related to 
individual cargo shipments for all four modes of freight and passenger transport respectively – road, 
rail, sea and air, including multiple size and capacity options for each mode of transport. Distances 
between supplier, manufacturing facility and distribution center locations 
are calculated using Google Maps Places API.” 
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https://planetloyalty.com/ 
 
https://www.2030calculator.com/ 
 
Comparison to flight emissions is estimated based on ICAO Carbon Emissions Calculator 
https://www.icao.int/environmental-
protection/CarbonOffset/Documents/Methodology%20ICAO%20Carbon%20Calculator_v11-
2018.pdf 
 
CPP – Definition of Climate Performance Potential 
https://visevic.medium.com/how-to-measure-the-climate-performance-potential-of-startups-
6cc7fdb4110f 
 
This report is produced in collaboration with Remanufaktur 2050 AB, an eco-design and impact 
assessment consultancy. For detailed information please contact. 
Remanufaktur 20050 AB 
Info@remanufaktur.co 
www.remanufaktur.co 
 
 


